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The value of online peerpeer-toto-peer communities
"Community is integral to all aspects of life [...]; this is no less so from an educational perspective.
[...] Education and learning in its best sense is a collaboration, which includes a sense of belonging
and acceptance in a group with common interests."
(Garrison & Anderson 2003: 49)
"Collaborative learning processes help students achieve deeper levels of knowledge generation
through the creation of shared goals, shared exploration, and a shared process of meaning
making. In addition, collaborative activity can help reduce the feelings of isolation that can occur
when students are working at a distance."
(Palloff & Pratt 2013: 39)
“Learning is a ‘profoundly social process’ (76). The 'notion of learning as a collaborative and socially
situated process has found particular resonance with many academics working in the area of
educational technology’, as ‘digital technologies can act as powerful social resources in an
individual’s learning context’.”
(Selwyn 2011: 77)

How empower peerpeer-toto-peer communities?
Information sharing and peer-to-peer debate:
• Sharing and debating global perspectives on weekly reading and video lecture, in online forum
• Sharing global perspectives on journalistic practice through student video presentations
Peer-to-peer feedback on individual productions:
• Peer-to-peer feedback on draft project work: documentary films, blogs, leadership projects, etc.
• Peer-to-peer advice on content produced for overseas target audiences
• Peer-to-peer advice during pre-production stage for overseas shoots
• Peer-to-peer problem solving includes sharing technological tips, and links to web-based information
Co-production and collaboration:
• Student collaboration on group projects: Co-production in the global virtual newsroom
• Student co-creation of ethical or legal code for a fictional country called ‘Newland’
Social aspect of community of learning:
• Student and alumni community on facebook, twitter and other social media
• On-campus residential weeks and graduation in Edinburgh (not compulsory)

Make the value of peer to peer interaction clear
right from the outset – and make things simple

Keep everything in one place – our Moodle
as a one-stop-shop for everything that
happens. A safe home for social life on this
module, from where different learning
activities are launched.

Social approach to theory lectures: Share favourite
academic quotes and comment on them

Kickstarting weekly debate about academic
theory with a student video presentation

https://vimeo.com/393352432 - password kendallnapier

StudentStudent-led debate requires clear guidelines

One student produces a video presentation to kick-start weekly online debate.
Each other student makes at least two meaningful contributions to each debate.
There are no stupid comments or silly questions. What’s said on Moodle stays on Moodle.

Producing individual coursework as a social process

Individual cross-platform blogs developed with help of
peer-to-peer feedback on weekly drafts.

Breaking the task down into small steps and building a
social journey into the production process

PeerPeer-toto-peer technical support: Tech changes every
year – often students teach us something new

Students develop innovative use of mobile video together.

Different drafts of short doc films in progress
shared with peers for comment

Course tutors as facilitators of collaborative learning experiences.

Individual project work commissioned
As they’re
comfortable
with each
other,
students
encourage
each other to
be daring.

This documentary film about child trafficking was commissioned by
ChildFund Indonesia to be shown in schools across the country

Shared experiences:
experiences: Placement video diary
Placement at BBC World in London leads to
live coverage of Bataclan attacks in Paris –
with reflection on experiences back home in
the BBC Alba VJ edit suite – and then shared
with peers in the online placement forum.

Shared experiences:
experiences: Innovation in practice

Peter Stemmet’s video intro from his placement on the Al Jazeera sports desk in Doha:
Experimenting with use of a video wall rather than ULAYs (OOVs) for world cup news.
Peter’s placement supervisor comments: “You lifted our production values, changed our routine
and made our show look more dynamic and ‘sexy’ than it might have done a few months ago.”

Global virtual crosscross-platform newsroom

Students based around the globe collaborate to design
cross-platform content, enhancing cross-cultural skills too.

2020 global collaboration amongst students
covid19portrait.wordpress.com

Students collaborate on slack or a
platform of their choice, autonomously
distribute roles, and in the process
experience differences in approaches
to journalism around the globe.

experience = immersion

TechnologyTechnology-enhanced learning

Here just a selection of cloud based resources used by our students.
Our main principle: keep it simple! Technology should serve, not complicate.

Production of video lectures as live events
2013 / 2014 Practical media training at the Scottish Parliament in
the run-up to the Scottish independence referendum
2015 International conference “Future-proofing Your Global Media
Career” with international guest speakers, many commissioning editors
2016 Symposium on “Research Methodologies for Practice Research”,
featuring leading practice researchers from 11 UK universities.
2017 Symposium on “Investigative Journalism”, with high profile
internationally active investigative journalists from across the UK
Practical skills training at Merchiston campus during on-campus
residentials, including political punditry exercises in the TV studio.

Alumni community
Learning
is hard
graft, but
also
needs to
be fun.
Socialising
online, or
during
residentials,
is vital.

How encourage peerpeer-toto-peer engagement?
Clearly outline rules of engagement and expectations:
• Explicit understanding that information shared is confidential and no comments are stupid
• Remind students to post every question and comment to the online learning platform (Moodle)
• When students ask tutor for advice, encourage them to ask peers for advice
• Expect students to research and share information themselves (no serving on silver tablet)
• Define minimum compulsory sharing of information and opinion: two meaningful posts a week
• Assessment of peer-to-peer engagement: student video presentations for example
Facilitate flexible and simple learning patterns:
• Students prefer forum to live chat, they prefer video lecture to live online lecture
• Students like a clear weekly structure and a one-stop-shop hub to simplify life (we use Moodle)
• Constructive alignment of ILOs, lecture content, activities, assessment criteria and feedback
• Online learning technologies are there to serve, not to complicate the learning experience
• Involvement in online learning communities needs to be fun and social!

Knowledge sharing, not knowledge export
Some examples of what students have learnt from each other in the process (survey):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Journalistic production processes are managed more or less hierarchically depending on world region
Interaction amongst journalists (and interviewees) is more/less confrontational and direct/indirect
Copy is expected to be more/less formal and/or more/less witty in some world regions
Broadcast pieces are edited to breathe more/less and to flow faster/slower around the globe
Documentary film narrative arcs are more/less structured or poetic in more implicit/explicit cultures
Journalism is more or less community oriented and/or long-term oriented in different world regions
Journalists feel differently about watchdog journalism, advocacy journalism, entertainment, etc.
Ethical boundaries and/or views on objective versus subjective journalism differ
Journalists’ legal contexts can have a strong impact on modes of information gathering and reporting
Foreign reporters (‘parachute journalists’) can misinterpret observations they make overseas
Diverse models of funding can have a significant impact on the type of journalism produced
As a consequence of interaction, there have been several incidents of students innovating practice

Thanks for your interest

